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Abstract—Though PINNs (physics-informed neural networks) are now deemed
as a complement to traditional CFD (computational fluid dynamics) solvers
rather than a replacement, their ability to solve the Navier-Stokes equations
without given data is still of great interest. This report presents our not-so-
successful experiments of solving the Navier-Stokes equations with PINN as
a replacement to traditional solvers. We aim to, with our experiments, prepare
readers for the challenges they may face if they are interested in data-free PINN.
In this work, we used two standard flow problems: 2D Taylor-Green vortex at
Re = 100 and 2D cylinder flow at Re = 200. The PINN method solved the 2D
Taylor-Green vortex problem with acceptable results, and we used this flow as an
accuracy and performance benchmark. About 32 hours of training were required
for the PINN method’s accuracy to match the accuracy of a 16× 16 finite-
difference simulation, which took less than 20 seconds. The 2D cylinder flow, on
the other hand, did not produce a physical solution. The PINN method behaved
like a steady-flow solver and did not capture the vortex shedding phenomenon.
By sharing our experience, we would like to emphasize that the PINN method is
still a work-in-progress, especially in terms of solving flow problems without any
given data. More work is needed to make PINN feasible for real-world problems
in such applications. (Reproducibility package: [Chu22].)

Index Terms—computational fluid dynamics, deep learning, physics-informed
neural network

1. Introduction

Recent advances in computing and programming techniques have
motivated practitioners to revisit deep learning applications in
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). We use the verb "revisit"
because deep learning applications in CFD already existed going
back to at least the 1990s, for example, using neural networks as
surrogate models ([LS], [FS]). Another example is the work of
Lagaris and his/her colleagues ([LLF]) on solving partial differen-
tial equations with fully-connected neural networks back in 1998.
Similar work with radial basis function networks can be found
in reference [LLQH]. Nevertheless, deep learning applications
in CFD did not get much attention until this decade, thanks to
modern computing technology, including GPUs, cloud computing,
high-level libraries like PyTorch and TensorFlow, and their Python
APIs.

Solving partial differential equations with deep learning is
particularly interesting to CFD researchers and practitioners. The
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PINN (physics-informed neural network) method denotes an ap-
proach to incorporate deep learning in CFD applications, where
solving partial differential equations plays the key role. These par-
tial differential equations include the well-known Navier-Stokes
equations—one of the Millennium Prize Problems. The universal
approximation theorem ([Hor]) implies that neural networks can
model the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations with high
fidelity and capture complicated flow details as long as networks
are big enough. The idea of PINN methods can be traced back
to [DPT], while the name PINN was coined in [RPK]. Human-
provided data are not necessary in applying PINN [LMMK], mak-
ing it a potential alternative to traditional CFD solvers. Sometimes
it is branded as unsupervised learning—it does not rely on human-
provided data, making it sound very "AI." It is now common to
see headlines like "AI has cracked the Navier-Stokes equations" in
recent popular science articles ([Hao]).

Though data-free PINN as an alternative to traditional CFD
solvers may sound attractive, PINN can also be used under data-
driven configurations, for which it is better suited. Cai et al.
[CMW+] state that PINN is not meant to be a replacement of
existing CFD solvers due to its inferior accuracy and efficiency.
The most useful applications of PINN should be those with
some given data, and thus the models are trained against the
data. For example, when we have experimental measurements or
partial simulation results (coarse-grid data, limited numbers of
snapshots, etc.) from traditional CFD solvers, PINN may be useful
to reconstruct the flow or to be a surrogate model.

Nevertheless, data-free PINN may offer some advantages over
traditional solvers, and using data-free PINN to replace traditional
solvers is still of great interest to researchers (e.g., [KDYI]). First,
it is a mesh-free scheme, which benefits engineering problems
where fluid flows interact with objects of complicated geometries.
Simulating these fluid flows with traditional numerical methods
usually requires high-quality unstructured meshes with time-
consuming human intervention in the pre-processing stage before
actual simulations. The second benefit of PINN is that the trained
models approximate the governing equations’ general solutions,
meaning there is no need to solve the equations repeatedly for
different flow parameters. For example, a flow model taking
boundary velocity profiles as its input arguments can predict
flows under different boundary velocity profiles after training.
Conventional numerical methods, on the contrary, require repeated
simulations, each one covering one boundary velocity profile.
This feature could help in situations like engineering design op-
timization: the process of running sets of experiments to conduct
parameter sweeps and find the optimal values or geometries for
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products. Given these benefits, researchers continue studying and
improving the usability of data-free PINN (e.g., [WYP], [DZ],
[WTP], [SS]).

Data-free PINN, however, is not ready nor meant to replace
traditional CFD solvers. This claim may be obvious to researchers
experienced in PINN, but it may not be clear to others, especially
to CFD end-users without ample expertise in numerical methods.
Even in literature that aims to improve PINN, it’s common to see
only the success stories with simple CFD problems. Important in-
formation concerning the feasibility of PINN in practical and real-
world applications is often missing from these success stories. For
example, few reports discuss the required computing resources,
the computational cost of training, the convergence properties, or
the error analysis of PINN. PINN suffers from performance and
solvability issues due to the need for high-order automatic differ-
entiation and multi-objective nonlinear optimization. Evaluating
high-order derivatives using automatic differentiation increases
the computational graphs of neural networks. And multi-objective
optimization, which reduces all the residuals of the differential
equations, initial conditions, and boundary conditions, makes
the training difficult to converge to small-enough loss values.
Fluid flows are sensitive nonlinear dynamical systems in which
a small change or error in inputs may produce a very different
flow field. So to get correct solutions, the optimization in PINN
needs to minimize the loss to values very close to zero, further
compromising the method’s solvability and performance.

This paper reports on our not-so-successful PINN story as a
lesson learned to readers, so they can be aware of the challenges
they may face if they consider using data-free PINN in real-world
applications. Our story includes two computational experiments
as case studies to benchmark the PINN method’s accuracy and
computational performance. The first case study is a Taylor-
Green vortex, solved successfully though not to our complete
satisfaction. We will discuss the performance of PINN using this
case study. The second case study, flow over a cylinder, did not
even result in a physical solution. We will discuss the frustration
we encountered with PINN in this case study.

We built our PINN solver with the help of NVIDIA’s Modulus
library ([noa]). Modulus is a high-level Python package built on
top of PyTorch that helps users develop PINN-based differential
equation solvers. Also, in each case study, we also carried out sim-
ulations with our CFD solver, PetIBM ([CMKAB18]). PetIBM is
a traditional solver using staggered-grid finite difference methods
with MPI parallelization and GPU computing. PetIBM simulations
in each case study served as baseline data. For all cases, config-
urations, post-processing scripts, and required Singularity image
definitions can be found at reference [Chu22].

This paper is structured as follows: the second section briefly
describes the PINN method and an analogy to traditional CFD
methods. The third and fourth sections provide our computational
experiments of the Taylor-Green vortex in 2D and a 2D laminar
cylinder flow with vortex shedding. Most discussions happen
in the corresponding case studies. The last section presents the
conclusion and discussions that did not fit into either one of the
cases.

2. Solving Navier-Stokes equations with PINN

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in vector form are
composed of the continuity equation:

∇ ·~U = 0 (1)

and momentum equations:

∂~U
∂ t

+(~U ·∇)~U =− 1
ρ

∇p+ν∇
2~U +~g (2)

where ρ = ρ(~x, t), ν = ν(~x, t), and p = p(~x, t) are scalar fields
denoting density, kinematic viscosity, and pressure, respectively.
~x denotes the spatial coordinate, and ~x = [x, y]T in two di-
mensions. The density and viscosity fields are usually known
and given, while the pressure field is unknown. ~U = ~U(~x, t) =
[u(x,y, t), v(x,y, t)]T is a vector field for flow velocity. All of them
are functions of the spatial coordinate in the computational domain
Ω and time before a given limit T . The gravitational field ~g may
also be a function of space and time, though it is usually a constant.
A solution to the Navier-Stokes equations is subjected to an initial
condition and boundary conditions:

~U(~x, t) = ~U0(~x), ∀~x ∈Ω, t = 0
~U(~x, t) = ~UΓ(~x, t), ∀~x ∈ Γ, t ∈ [0,T ]
p(~x, t) = pΓ(x, t), ∀~x ∈ Γ, t ∈ [0,T ]

(3)

where Γ represents the boundary of the computational domain.

2.1. The PINN method

The basic form of the PINN method ([RPK], [CMW+]) starts from
approximating ~U and p with a neural network:[

~U
p

]
(~x, t)≈ G(~x, t;Θ) (4)

Here we use a single network that predicts both pressure and
velocity fields. It is also possible to use different networks for them
separately. Later in this work, we will use GU and Gp to denote
the predicted velocity and pressure from the neural network. Θ at
this point represents the free parameters of the network.

To determine the free parameters, Θ, ideally, we hope the
approximate solution gives zero residuals for equations (1), (2),
and (3). That is

r1(~x, t;Θ)≡ ∇ ·GU = 0

r2(~x, t;Θ)≡ ∂GU

∂ t
+(GU ·∇)GU +

1
ρ

∇Gp−ν∇
2GU −~g = 0

r3(~x;Θ)≡ GU
t=0−~U0 = 0

r4(~x, t;Θ)≡ GU −~UΓ = 0, ∀~x ∈ Γ

r5(~x, t;Θ)≡ Gp− pΓ = 0, ∀~x ∈ Γ

(5)

And the set of desired parameter, Θ = θ , is the common zero root
of all the residuals.

The derivatives of G with respect to ~x and t are usually ob-
tained using automatic differentiation. Nevertheless, it is possible
to use analytical derivatives when the chosen network architecture
is simple enough, as reported by early-day literature ([LLF],
[LLQH]).

If residuals in (5) are not complicated, and if the number of
the parameters, NΘ, is small enough, we may numerically find the
zero root by solving a system of NΘ nonlinear equations generated
from a suitable set of NΘ spatial-temporal points. However, the
scenario rarely happens as G is usually highly complicated and
NΘ is large. Moreover, we do not even know if such a zero root
exists for the equations in (5).

Instead, in PINN, the condition is relaxed. We do not seek the
zero root of (5) but just hope to find a set of parameters that make
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the residuals sufficiently close to zero. Consider the sum of the l2
norms of residuals:

r(~x, t;Θ = θ)≡
5

∑
i=1
‖ri(~x, t;Θ = θ)‖2, ∀

{
x ∈Ω

t ∈ [0,T ]
(6)

The θ that makes residuals closest to zero (or even equal to zero
if such θ exists) also makes (6) minimal because r(~x, t;Θ)≥ 0. In
other words,

θ = argmin
Θ

r(~x, t;Θ) ∀

{
x ∈Ω

t ∈ [0,T ]
(7)

This poses a fundamental difference between the PINN method
and traditional CFD schemes, making it potentially more difficult
for the PINN method to achieve the same accuracy as the tradi-
tional schemes. We will discuss this more in section 3. Note that
in practice, each loss term on the right-hand-side of equation (6) is
weighted. We ignore the weights here for demonstrating purpose.

To solve (7), theoretically, we can use any number of spatial-
temporal points, which eases the need of computational resources,
compared to finding the zero root directly. Gradient-descent-
based optimizers further reduce the computational cost, especially
in terms of memory usage and the difficulty of parallelization.
Alternatively, Quasi-Newton methods may work but only when
NΘ is small enough.

However, even though equation (7) may be solvable, it is still
a significantly expensive task. While typical data-driven learning
requires one back-propagation pass on the derivatives of the loss
function, here automatic differentiation is needed to evaluate the
derivatives of G with respect to~x and t. The first-order derivatives
require one back-propagation on the network, while the second-
order derivatives present in the diffusion term ∇2GU require an
additional back-propagation on the first-order derivatives’ com-
putational graph. Finally, to update parameters in an optimizer,
the gradients of G with respect to parameters Θ requires another
back-propagation on the graph of the second-order derivatives.
This all leads to a very large computational graph. We will see the
performance of the PINN method in the case studies.

In summary, when viewing the PINN method as supervised
machine learning, the inputs of a network are spatial-temporal
coordinates, and the outputs are the physical quantities of our
interest. The loss or objective functions in PINN are governing
equations that regulate how the target physical quantities should
behave. The use of governing equations eliminates the need for
true answers. A trivial example is using Bernoulli’s equation as
the loss function, i.e., loss = u2

2g + p
ρg −H0 + z(x), and a neural

network predicts the flow speed u and pressure p at a given
location x along a streamline. (The gravitational acceleration
g, density ρ , energy head H0, and elevation z(x) are usually
known and given.) Such a loss function regulates the relationship
between predicted u and p and does not need true answers for
the two quantities. Unlike Bernoulli’s equation, most governing
equations in physics are usually differential equations (e.g., heat
equations). The main difference is that now the PINN method
needs automatic differentiation to evaluate the loss. Regardless
of the forms of governing equations, spatial-temporal coordinates
are the only data required during training. Hence, throughout this
paper, training data means spatial-temporal points and does not
involve any true answers to predicted quantities. (Note in some
literature, the PINN method is applied to applications that do need
true answers, see [CMW+]. These applications are out of scope
here.)

2.2. An analogy to conventional numerical methods

For readers with a background in numerical methods for partial
differential equations, we would like to make an analogy between
traditional numerical methods and PINN.

In obtaining strong solutions to differential equations, we can
describe the solution workflows of most numerical methods with
five stages:

1) Designing the approximate solution with undetermined
parameters

2) Choosing proper approximation for derivatives
3) Obtaining the so-called modified equation by substituting

approximate derivatives into the differential equations
and initial/boundary conditions

4) Generating a system of linear/nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions

5) Solving the system of equations

For example, to solve ∇U2(x) = s(x), the most naive spectral
method ([Tre]) approximates the solution with U(x) ≈ G(x) =
N
∑

i=1
ciφi(x), where ci represents undetermined parameters, and φi(x)

denotes a set of either polynomials, trigonometric functions, or
complex exponentials. Next, obtaining the first derivative of U is

straightforward—we can just assume U ′(x)≈ G′(x) =
N
∑

i=1
ciφ
′
i (x).

The second-order derivative may be more tricky. One can assume

U ′′(x)≈G′′ =
N
∑

i=1
ciφ
′′
i (x). Or, another choice for nodal bases (i.e.,

when φi(x) is chosen to make ci ≡ G(xi)) is U ′′(x) ≈
N
∑

i=1
ciG′(xi).

Because φi(x) is known, the derivatives are analytical. After sub-
stituting the approximate solution and derivatives in to the target
differential equation, we need to solve for parameters c1, · · · ,cN .
We do so by selecting N points from the computational domain
and creating a system of N linear equations:

φ ′′1 (x1) · · · φ ′′N(x1)
...

. . .
...

φ ′′1 (xN) · · · φ ′′N(xN)




c1
...

cN

−


s(x1)
...

s(xN)

= 0 (8)

Finally, we determine the parameters by solving this linear system.
Though this example uses a spectral method, the workflow also
applies to many other numerical methods, such as finite difference
methods, which can be reformatted as a form of spectral method.

With this workflow in mind, it should be easy to see the anal-
ogy between PINN and conventional numerical methods. Aside
from using much more complicated approximate solutions, the
major difference lies in how to determine the unknown parameters
in the approximate solutions. While traditional methods solve the
zero-residual conditions, PINN relies on searching the minimal
residuals. A secondary difference is how to approximate deriva-
tives. Conventional numerical methods use analytical or numerical
differentiation of the approximate solutions, and the PINN meth-
ods usually depends on automatic differentiation. This difference
may be minor as we are still able to use analytical differentiation
for simple network architectures with PINN. However, automatic
differentiation is a major factor affecting PINN’s performance.

3. Case 1: Taylor-Green vortex: accuracy and performance

3.1. 2D Taylor-Green vortex

The Taylor-Green vortex represents a family of flows with a
specific form of analytical initial flow conditions in both 2D
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Fig. 1: Contours of u and v at t = 32 to demonstrate the solution of
2D Taylor-Green vortex.

and 3D. The 2D Taylor-Green vortex has closed-form analytical
solutions with periodic boundary conditions, and hence they are
standard benchmark cases for verifying CFD solvers. In this work,
we used the following 2D Taylor-Green vortex:

u(x,y, t) =V0 cos(
x
L
)sin(

y
L
)exp(−2

ν

L2 t)

v(x,y, t) =−V0 sin(
x
L
)cos(

y
L
)exp(−2

ν

L2 t)

p(x,y, t) =−ρ

4
V 2

0

(
cos(

2x
L
)+ cos(

2y
L
)

)
exp(−4

ν

L2 t)

(9)

where V0 represents the peak (and also the lowest) velocity at
t = 0. Other symbols carry the same meaning as those in section
2.

The periodic boundary conditions were applied to x = −Lπ ,
x = Lπ , y =−Lπ , and y = Lπ . We used the following parameters
in this work: V0 = L = ρ = 1.0 and ν = 0.01. These parameters
correspond to Reynolds number Re = 100. Figure 1 shows a
snapshot of velocity at t = 32.

3.2. Solver and runtime configurations

The neural network used in the PINN solver is a fully-connected
neural network with 6 hidden layers and 256 neurons per layer.
The activation functions are SiLU ([HG]). We used Adam for
optimization, and its initial parameters are the defaults from Py-
Torch. The learning rate exponentially decayed through PyTorch’s
ExponentialLR with gamma equal to 0.951/10000. Note we did
not conduct hyperparameter optimization, given the computational
cost. The hyperparameters are mostly the defaults used by the 3D
Taylor-Green example in Modulus ([noa]).

The training data were simply spatial-temporal coordinates.
Before the training, the PINN solver pre-generated 18,432,000
spatial-temporal points to evaluate the residuals of the Navier-
Stokes equations (the r1 and r2 in equation (5)). These training
points were randomly chosen from the spatial domain [−π,π]×
[−π,π] and temporal domain (0,100]. The solver used only 18,432
points in each training iteration, making it a batch training. For
the residual of the initial condition (the r3), the solver also pre-
generated 18,432,000 random spatial points and used only 18,432
per iteration. Note that for r3, the points were distributed in space
only because t = 0 is a fixed condition. Because of the periodic
boundary conditions, the solver did not require any training points
for r4 and r5.

The hardware used for the PINN solver was a single node of
NVIDIA’s DGX-A100. It was equipped with 8 A100 GPUs (80GB

Fig. 2: Total residuals (loss) with respect to training iterations.

variants). We carried out the training using different numbers of
GPUs to investigate the performance of the PINN solver. All cases
were trained up to 1 million iterations. Note that the parallelization
was done with weak scaling, meaning increasing the number of
GPUs would not reduce the workload of each GPU. Instead,
increasing the number of GPUs would increase the total and
per-iteration numbers of training points. Therefore, our expected
outcome was that all cases required about the same wall time to
finish, while the residual from using 8 GPUs would converge the
fastest.

After training, the PINN solver’s prediction errors (i.e., accu-
racy) were evaluated on cell centers of a 512×512 Cartesian mesh
against the analytical solution. With these spatially distributed
errors, we calculated the L2 error norm for a given t:

L2 =

√∫
Ω

error(x,y)2dΩ≈
√

∑
i

∑
j

error2
i, j∆Ωi, j (10)

where i and j here are the indices of a cell center in the Cartesian
mesh. ∆Ωi, j is the corresponding cell area, 4π2/5122 in this case.

We compared accuracy and performance against results using
PetIBM. All PetIBM simulations in this section were done with
1 K40 GPU and 6 CPU cores (Intel i7-5930K) on our old lab
workstation. We carried out 7 PetIBM simulations with different
spatial resolutions: 2k×2k for k = 4,5, . . . ,10. The time step size
for each spatial resolution was ∆t = 0.1/2k−4.

A special note should be made here: the PINN solver used
single-precision floats, while PetIBM used double-precision floats.
It might sound unfair. However, this discrepancy does not change
the qualitative findings and conclusions, as we will see later.

3.3. Results

Figure 2 shows the convergence history of the total residuals
(equation (6)). Using more GPUs in weak scaling (i.e., more
training points) did not accelerate the convergence, contrary to
what we expected. All cases converged at a similar rate. Though
without a quantitative criterion or justification, we considered that
further training would not improve the accuracy. Figure 3 gives a
visual taste of what the predictions from the neural network look
like.

The result visually agrees with that in figure 1. However, as
shown in figure 4, the error magnitudes from the PINN solver
are much higher than those from PetIBM. Figure 4 shows the
prediction errors with respect to t. We only present the error on
the u velocity as those for v and p are similar. The accuracy of
the PINN solver is similar to that of the 16× 16 simulation with
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Fig. 3: Contours of u and v at t = 32 from the PINN solver.

Fig. 4: L2 error norm versus simulation time.

PetIBM. Using more GPUs, which implies more training points,
does not improve the accuracy.

Regardless of the magnitudes, the trends of the errors with
respect to t are similar for both PINN and PetIBM. For PetIBM,
the trend shown in figure 4 indicates that the temporal error is
bounded, and the scheme is stable. However, this concept does
not apply to PINN as it does not use any time-marching schemes.
What this means for PINN is still unclear to us. Nevertheless,
it shows that PINN is able to propagate the influence of initial
conditions to later times, which is a crucial factor for solving
hyperbolic partial differential equations.

Figure 5 shows the computational cost of PINN and PetIBM
in terms of the desired accuracy versus the required wall time. We
only show the PINN results of 8 A100 GPUs on this figure. We
believe this type of plot may help evaluate the computational cost
in engineering applications. According to the figure, for example,
achieving an accuracy of 10−3 at t = 2 requires less than 1 second
for PetIBM with 1 K40 and 6 CPU cores, but it requires more than
8 hours for PINN with at least 1 A100 GPU.

Table 1 lists the wall time per 1 thousand iterations and the
scaling efficiency. As indicated previously, weak scaling was used
in PINN, which follows most machine learning applications.

1 GPUs 2 GPUs 4 GPUs 8 GPUs

Time (sec/1k iters) 85.0 87.7 89.1 90.1
Efficiency (%) 100 97 95 94

TABLE 1: Weak scaling performance of the PINN solver using
NVIDIA A100-80GB GPUs

Fig. 5: L2 error norm versus wall time.

3.4. Discussion

A notice should be made regarding the results: we do not claim
that these results represent the most optimized configuration of
the PINN method. Neither do we claim the qualitative conclusions
apply to all other hyperparameter configurations. These results
merely reflect the outcomes of our computational experiments
with respect to the specific configuration abovementioned. They
should be deemed experimental data rather than a thorough anal-
ysis of the method’s characteristics.

The Taylor-Green vortex serves as a good benchmark case
because it reduces the number of required residual constraints:
residuals r4 and r5 are excluded from r in equation 6. This means
the optimizer can concentrate only on the residuals of initial
conditions and the Navier-Stokes equations.

Using more GPUs (thus using more training points, i.e., spatio-
temporal points) did not speed up the convergence, which may
indicate that the per-iteration number of points on a single GPU
is already big enough. The number of training points mainly
affects the mean gradients of the residual with respect to model
parameters, which then will be used to update parameters by
gradient-descent-based optimizers. If the number of points is
already big enough on a single GPU, then using more points or
more GPUs is unlikely to change the mean gradients significantly,
causing the convergence solely to rely on learning rates.

The accuracy of the PINN solver was acceptable but not
satisfying, especially when considering how much time it took
to achieve such accuracy. The low accuracy to some degree was
not surprising. Recall the theory in section 2. The PINN method
only seeks the minimal residual on the total residual’s hyperplane.
It does not try to find the zero root of the hyperplane and does not
even care whether such a zero root exists. Furthermore, by using a
gradient-descent-based optimizer, the resulting minimum is likely
just a local minimum. It makes sense that it is hard for the residual
to be close to zero, meaning it is hard to make errors small.

Regarding the performance result in figure 5, we would like
to avoid interpreting the result as one solver being better than the
other one. The proper conclusion drawn from the figure should be
as follows: when using the PINN solver as a CFD simulator for
a specific flow condition, PetIBM outperforms the PINN solver.
As stated in section 1, the PINN method can solve flows under
different flow parameters in one run—a capability that PetIBM
does not have. The performance result in figure 5 only considers a
limited application of the PINN solver.

One issue for this case study was how to fairly compare
the PINN solver and PetIBM, especially when investigating the
accuracy versus the workload/problem size or time-to-solution
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versus problem size. Defining the problem size in PINN is not
as straightforward as we thought. Let us start with degrees of
freedom—in PINN, it is called the number of model parame-
ters, and in traditional CFD solvers, it is called the number of
unknowns. The PINN solver and traditional CFD solvers are
all trying to determine the free parameters in models (that is,
approximate solutions). Hence, the number of degrees of freedom
determines the problem sizes and workloads. However, in PINN,
problem sizes and workloads do not depend on degrees of freedom
solely. The number of training points also plays a critical role
in workloads. We were not sure if it made sense to define a
problem size as the sum of the per-iteration number of training
points and the number of model parameters. For example, 100
model parameters plus 100 training points is not equivalent to 150
model parameters plus 50 training points in terms of workloads.
So without a proper definition of problem size and workload, it
was not clear how to fairly compare PINN and traditional CFD
methods.

Nevertheless, the gap between the performances of PINN and
PetIBM is too large, and no one can argue that using other metrics
would change the conclusion. Not to mention that the PINN solver
ran on A100 GPUs, while PetIBM ran on a single K40 GPU
in our lab, a product from 2013. This is also not a surprising
conclusion because, as indicated in section 2, the use of automatic
differentiation for temporal and spatial derivatives results in a huge
computational graph. In addition, the PINN solver uses gradient-
descent based method, which is a first-order method and limits the
performance.

Weak scaling is a natural choice of the PINN solver when it
comes to distributed computing. As we don’t know a proper way
to define workload, simply copying all model parameters to all
processes and using the same number of training points on all
processes works well.

4. Case 2: 2D cylinder flows: harder than we thought

This case study shows what really made us frustrated: a 2D
cylinder flow at Reynolds number Re = 200. We failed to even
produce a solution that qualitatively captures the key physical
phenomenon of this flow: vortex shedding.

4.1. Problem description

The computational domain is [−8,25]× [−8,8], and a cylinder
with a radius of 0.5 sits at coordinate (0,0). The velocity boundary
conditions are (u,v) = (1,0) along x =−8, y =−8, and y = 8. On
the cylinder surface is the no-slip condition, i.e., (u,v) = (0,0).
At the outlet (x = 25), we enforced a pressure boundary condition
p = 0. The initial condition is (u,v) = (0,0). Note that this initial
condition is different from most traditional CFD simulations.
Conventionally, CFD simulations use (u,v) = (1,0) for cylinder
flows. A uniform initial condition of u = 1 does not satisfy
the Navier-Stokes equations due to the no-slip boundary on the
cylinder surface. Conventional CFD solvers are usually able to
correct the solution during time-marching by propagating bound-
ary effects into the domain through numerical schemes’ stencils.
In our experience, using u = 1 or u = 0 did not matter for PINN
because both did not give reasonable results. Nevertheless, the
PINN solver’s results shown in this section were obtained using a
uniform u = 0 for the initial condition.

The density, ρ , is one, and the kinematic viscosity is ν =
0.005. These parameters correspond to Reynolds number Re =

Fig. 6: Demonstration of velocity and vorticity fields at t = 200 from
a PetIBM simulation.

200. Figure 6 shows the velocity and vorticity snapshots at t = 200.
As shown in the figure, this type of flow displays a phenomenon
called vortex shedding. Though vortex shedding makes the flow
always unsteady, after a certain time, the flow reaches a periodic
stage and the flow pattern repeats after a certain period.

The Navier-Stokes equations can be deemed as a dynamical
system. Instability appears in the flow under some flow conditions
and responds to small perturbations, causing the vortex shedding.
In nature, the vortex shedding comes from the uncertainty and
perturbation existing everywhere. In CFD simulations, the vortex
shedding is caused by small numerical and rounding errors in
calculations. Interested readers should consult reference [Wil].

4.2. Solver and runtime configurations

For the PINN solver, we tested with two networks. Both were
fully-connected neural networks: one with 256 neurons per layer,
while the other one with 512 neurons per layer. All other net-
work configurations were the same as those in section 3, except
we allowed human intervention to manually adjust the learning
rates during training. Our intention for this case study was to
successfully obtain physical solutions from the PINN solver,
rather than conducting a performance and accuracy benchmark.
Therefore, we would adjust the learning rate to accelerate the
convergence or to escape from local minimums. This decision was
in line with common machine learning practice. We did not carry
out hyperparameter optimization. These parameters were chosen
because they work in Modulus’ examples and in the Taylor-Green
vortex experiment.

The PINN solver pre-generated 40,960,000 spatial-temporal
points from a spatial domain in [−8,25]× [−8,8] and temporal
domain (0,200] to evaluate residuals of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, and used 40,960 points per iteration. The number of pre-
generated points for the initial condition was 2,048,000, and the
per-iteration number is 2,048. On each boundary, the numbers of
pre-generated and per-iteration points are 8,192,000 and 8,192.
Both cases used 8 A100 GPUs, which scaled these numbers up
with a factor of 8. For example, during each iteration, a total of
327,680 points were actually used to evaluate the Navier-Stokes
equations’ residuals. Both cases ran up to 64 hours in wall time.
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Fig. 7: Training history of the 2D cylinder flow at Re = 200.

One PetIBM simulation was carried out as a baseline. This
simulation had a spatial resolution of 1485× 720, and the time
step size is 0.005. Figure 6 was rendered using this simulation.
The hardware used was 1 K40 GPU plus 6 cores of i7-5930K
CPU. It took about 1.7 hours to finish.

The quantity of interest is the drag coefficient. We consider
both the friction drag and pressure drag in the coefficient calcula-
tion as follows:

CD =
2

ρU2
0 D

∫
S

ρν

∂

(
~U ·~t

)
∂~n

ny− pnx

dS (11)

Here, U0 = 1 is the inlet velocity. ~n = [nx,ny]
T and~t = [ny,−nx]

T

are the normal and tangent vectors, respectively. S represents the
cylinder surface. The theoretical lift coefficient (CL) for this flow
is zero due to the symmetrical geometry.

4.3. Results

Note, as stated in section 3.4, we deem the results as experimental
data under a specific experiment configuration. Hence, we do not
claim that the results and qualitative conclusions will apply to
other hyperparameter configuration.

Figure 7 shows the convergence history. The bumps in the
history correspond to our manual adjustment of the learning rates.
After 64 hours of training, the total loss had not converged to an
obvious steady value. However, we decided not to continue the
training because, as later results will show, it is our judgment call
that the results would not be correct even if the training converged.

Figure 8 provides a visualization of the predicted velocity
and vorticity at t = 200. And in figure 9 are the drag and lift
coefficients versus simulation time. From both figures, we couldn’t
see any sign of vortex shedding with the PINN solver.

We provide a comparison against the values reported by others
in table 2. References [GS74] and [For80] calculate the drag
coefficients using steady flow simulations, which were popular
decades ago because of their inexpensive computational costs.
The actual flow is not a steady flow, and these steady-flow
coefficient values are lower than unsteady-flow predictions. The
drag coefficient from the PINN solver is closer to the steady-flow
predictions.

4.4. Discussion

While researchers may be interested in why the PINN solver
behaves like a steady flow solver, in this section, we would like
to focus more on the user experience and the usability of PINN in

Fig. 8: Velocity and vorticity at t = 200 from PINN.

Fig. 9: Drag and lift coefficients with respect to t

practice. Our viewpoints may be subjective, and hence we leave
them here in the discussion.

Allow us to start this discussion with a hypothetical situation.
If one asks why we chose such a spatial and temporal resolution
for a conventional CFD simulation, we have mathematical or
physical reasons to back our decision. However, if the person asks
why we chose 6 hidden layers and 256 neurons per layer, we will
not be able to justify it. "It worked in another case!" is probably the
best answer we can offer. The situation also indicates that we have
systematic approaches to improve a conventional simulation but
can only improve PINN’s results through computer experiments.

Most traditional numerical methods have rigorous analytical
derivations and analyses. Each parameter used in a scheme has
a meaning or a purpose in physical or numerical aspects. The
simplest example is the spatial resolution in the finite difference
method, which controls the truncation errors in derivatives. Or,

Unsteady simulations Steady simulations
PetIBM PINN [DSY07] [RKM09] [GS74] [For80]

1.38 0.95 1.25 1.34 0.97 0.83

TABLE 2: Comparison of drag coefficients, CD
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the choice of the limiters in finite volume methods, used to inhibit
the oscillation in solutions. So when a conventional CFD solver
produces unsatisfying or even non-physical results, practitioners
usually have systematic approaches to identify the cause or
improve the outcomes. Moreover, when necessary, practitioners
know how to balance the computational cost and the accuracy,
which is a critical point for using computer-aided engineering.
Engineering always concerns the costs and outcomes.

On the other hand, the PINN method lacks well-defined
procedures to control the outcome. For example, we know the
numbers of neurons and layers control the degrees of freedom in a
model. With more degrees of freedom, a neural network model can
approximate a more complicated phenomenon. However, when we
feel that a neural network is not complicated enough to capture a
physical phenomenon, what strategy should we use to adjust the
neurons and layers? Should we increase neurons or layers first?
By how much?

Moreover, when it comes to something non-numeric, it is even
more challenging to know what to use and why to use it. For
instance, what activation function should we use and why? Should
we use the same activation everywhere? Not to mention that we
are not yet even considering a different network architecture here.

Ultimately, are we even sure that increasing the network’s
complexity is the right path? Our assumption that the network
is not complicated enough may just be wrong.

The following situation happened in this case study. Before
we realized the PINN solver behaved like a steady-flow solver, we
attributed the cause to model complexity. We faced the problem
of how to increase the model complexity systematically. Theoret-
ically, we could follow the practice of the design of experiments
(e.g., through grid search or Taguchi methods). However, given the
computational cost and the number of hyperparameters/options of
PINN, a proper design of experiments is not affordable for us.
Furthermore, the design of experiments requires the outcome to
change with changes in inputs. In our case, the vortex shedding
remains absent regardless of how we changed hyperparameters.

Let us move back to the flow problem to conclude this
case study. The model complexity may not be the culprit here.
Vortex shedding is the product of the dynamical systems of the
Navier-Stokes equations and the perturbations from numerical
calculations (which implicitly mimic the perturbations in nature).
Suppose the PINN solver’s prediction was the steady-state solution
to the flow. We may need to introduce uncertainties and perturba-
tions in the neural network or the training data, such as a perturbed
initial condition described in [LD15]. As for why PINN predicts
the steady-state solution, we cannot answer it currently.

5. Further discussion and conclusion

Because of the widely available deep learning libraries, such as
PyTorch, and the ease of Python, implementing a PINN solver is
relatively more straightforward nowadays. This may be one reason
why the PINN method suddenly became so popular in recent
years. This paper does not intend to discourage people from trying
the PINN method. Instead, we share our failures and frustration
using PINN so that interested readers may know what immediate
challenges should be resolved for PINN.

Our paper is limited to using the PINN solver as a replacement
for traditional CFD solvers. However, as the first section indicates,
PINN can do more than solving one specific flow under specific
flow parameters. Moreover, PINN can also work with traditional

CFD solvers. The literature shows researchers have shifted their
attention to hybrid-mode applications. For example, in [JEA+20],
the authors combined the concept of PINN and a traditional CFD
solver to train a model that takes in low-resolution CFD simulation
results and outputs high-resolution flow fields.

For people with a strong background in numerical methods or
CFD, we would suggest trying to think out of the box. During
our work, we realized our mindset and ideas were limited by what
we were used to in CFD. An example is the initial conditions.
We were used to only having one set of initial conditions when
the temporal derivative in differential equations is only first-order.
However, in PINN, nothing limits us from using more than one
initial condition. We can generate results at t = 0,1, . . . , tn using
a traditional CFD solver and add the residuals corresponding to
these time snapshots to the total residual, so the PINN method
may perform better in predicting t > tn. In other words, the PINN
solver becomes the traditional CFD solvers’ replacement only for
t > tn ([noa]).

As discussed in [THM+], solving partial differential equations
with deep learning is still a work-in-progress. It may not work in
many situations. Nevertheless, it does not mean we should stay
away from PINN and discard this idea. Stepping away from a new
thing gives zero chance for it to evolve, and we will never know
if PINN can be improved to a mature state that works well. Of
course, overly promoting its bright side with only success stories
does not help, either. Rather, we should honestly face all troubles,
difficulties, and challenges. Knowing the problem is the first step
to solving it.
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